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All at once, it seems, 2008 has burst upon us and
it is time for the Annual General Meeting once
again. This year we have another new venue,
which we hope will afford the optimal mix of
comfort, convenience and entertainment. Sadly,
you will have to put up with the same old faces,
but if you want a change there is a democratic
process which involves candidates pushing (or
being pushed) forward to offer their assistance.
Without wishing to be as repetitive as the annual
appearance of Slade's Christmas song, it is necessary for me to remind you that the Association
is run entirely by volunteers for the benefit of
everyone, and those volunteers are stretched to
achieve the necessary and timely actions to
maintain the programme of events which we
deliver through the year. The fact that we are
writing this in mid-January rather than midDecember is sufficient indication of a problem.
Our only activity is the delivery of a programme of meetings, and we have a really
great collection in the pipeline. This year the Geologists'
Association celebrates its
150th anniversary, and it is
hoped by the President and
staff at Burlington House that
we will be able to join with
them in a regional jamboree
to mark those years of endeavour with a special event.
Whether we should seek to
promote such an event will be
an item on the agenda at the
AGM.

The other day I heard a radio programme in which it was suggested
that the rise of societies for the
study and enjoyment of Natural History was due to the urbanisation of
the new, industrial working-class
and their yearning for the wildlife of
the green fields where they had
worked previously. In that information-poor age there was no alternative to self-organisation. Have we
now passed into a new informationrich age where the local society is
superfluous? I hope not, because the
shared experience of meetings such
as that held on Llanddwyn Island
last summer transcends that which is
possible individually. Achieving a
balanced and organic Association is
not easy, and your participation is
the solution.

Cinerocaris magnifica:
425 million years old,
from Herefordshire,
in 3D

Come and see more of
Prof. Siveter’s
“Creatures” at the
March talk

Our last, November meeting
was affected adversely by a
simultaneous failure of our
schedule for newsletter production - actually you are
reading the Autumn edition
now - and of our email-alerts. Both were due to
conflict with professional engagements on the
part of the responsible parties, and there is no
back-up for either. If we are to maintain a smart
and effective organisation then it is necessary to
recruit people with the time and skill to succeed.

Cross-section showing
internal structure
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Recent Alpine glacial features

Holiday geology
from Fred Owen

Last June NWGA members were treated,
by Professor James Scourse, to a revealing explanation of the historically important glacial features of Cwm Idwal and
Nant Ffrancon. They were sculptured
during the last Ice Age, so what we see
today is the topography weathered since
the ice melted ca 10k years ago.
A month later, when we stayed at Saas
Fee, amongst the highest peaks in the

Swiss Alps, our balcony overlooked
the Feeglacier, Photo 1, where the
snowline was could be seen at around
2300 m. However, the snout of the
glacier could hardly be distinguished
from the bedrock because the ice surface was blackened with rock debris.
This glaciated valley beckoned me
look at recent glacial features where
the direction flow of the ice was not in
doubt. I came across three features,
which I found of particular interest.
Fanning slickensides
In a narrow cleft between two wellrounded, in-situ slabs of gneiss there
was an interesting set of slickensides.
The grooves were tight together, and
almost parallel, between the slabs, but
fanned out at a shallow angle round
and down the sides of each slab.
These can be seen in Photo 2, where
1 ice flow is from right to left. If the ice
were rigid the rocks in the ice doing
the gouging would scratch a much
steeper groove in the slab and there
would be grooves pointing downvalley on the top of the slab.

2

The pattern observed seems to me to
demonstrate the plastic properties of
ice under pressure. So slickensides are
not necessarily parallel to the direction
of flow of the glacier. This also helps
to explain why the slabs are so uniformly rounded. Any other views?
Photo 3 shows the slickensides crosscutting the gniessic fabric of the bedrock. The scale is 10 cm.

3

Ice plucking
On the top of the left hand slab
(looking down glacial valley) there
was a crenulated quartz vein ca 5 cm
thick, dipping slightly upslope. The
gneiss above the vein had been removed to leave a very angular step in
the overlying rock. See Photo 4.
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My interpretation of this is that the
eroded wedge shaped layer above the
vein had been plucked from the slab
by ice along the line of weakness.
This left the characteristic roughness
going upstream on relatively megascale compared to what we are used to
seeing in well-weathered exposures.
In the background a lateral moraine
and the meltwater stream can be seen.
Frost and wind erosion
Whilst walking across the glacier in
pristine, clean snow we came upon a
rockfall that crossed the path. I noticed that beside a lone lump of slatey
rock there was a dirty patch on the
snow, to one side and upslope of it.
Closer examination showed that it
ranged from dust to quite large flakes
of the same rock. I concluded that this
was a stark example of how rapidly
frost shattering and wind erosion
‘dirtied’ the glacier surface and accounted for the blackening which
made the glacier difficult to distinguish from bedrock, when seen from a
distance.

4
Comments
I am always amazed at how
much information can be
gleaned from quite simple observations and have become
aware of how easy it is to jump
to the wrong conclusions.
Beware, especially, of deducing flow directions from limited observations. As well as
the slickensides example mentioned above I have seen ripples in the bed of a flowing
river at right angles to, and in
the opposite direction to, the
bulk water flow.

5

The hand lens gives an idea of scale.

AGM Sat. Feb 16th 10.00 am : turn under the supports at the south end of the
Menai Bridge, by the Antelope pub.
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Forensic Geology 2:
Medieval Coffin Detectives
Nigel
CampbellBannerman and
Rob Crossley
continue their
medieval
pursuits

According to historical accounts, Prince Llewelyn Vawr died in 1240 and was laid to rest
in the Cistercian Abbey of Aberconwy.
When the Abbey was demolished prior to
building Conwy Castle, his body was moved
to Maenan.
An impressive stone coffin, carved from a
single piece of rock, now lies in the Gwydir
Chapel of St Grwst’s church in Llanwrst.
According to tradition, this is Llewelyn’s
coffin.
Princess Joan, the natural daughter of King
John of England, became the wife of Prince
Llewelyn Vawr in 1205. Princess Joan died
in Abergwyngregin on 2nd February 1237
and was buried at Llanfaes.

A splendid stone sarcophagus in the Parish
Church of St Mary and St Nicholas in Beaumaris has on the basis of tradition been
considered to be Princess Joan’s. The main
part of the sarcophagus is again carved from
a single piece of rock, and in this case an
intricately carved sarcophagus lid is also
preserved.
Would forensic geology support or undermine the traditional views about these two
stone artefacts?
Both coffins are cut from cross-bedded
sandstone, but the cross-bed style differs.
The Llanrwst coffin (Figs. 1 & 2) crossbedding (dashed lines) is planar tabular, and
cut from a single set. The Beaumaris sarcophagus is cut from a single set of trough
cross-beds (which look slightly curved in
long-section). The sarcophagus lid
is composed of fine grained, flat
laminated and current rippled, sandstone.
The Llanrwst sandstone is medium
grained and pale grey, whereas the
Beaumaris sandstone is finer
grained and darker grey.

1

In terms of depositional environment, the Llanrwst sandstone could
have been deposited in a river, as a
cross-channel bar for example, or as
part of an aeolian dune system. The
Beaumaris coffin and lid sandstones
were very probably deposited in a

river.
So, the two coffins were not cut from the
same sandstone bed, but bearing in mind the
natural variability in a sequence of fluvial
sandstones, they could have been obtained
from the same or adjacent quarries in the
same fluvial formation. But the possibility
that the rocks come from completely unrelated sources remains.
Could microscope analysis of thin sections
help reduce the uncertainty?

2

Both coffins are disintegrating in several
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areas by flaking. It was therefore a
simple matter to collect a tiny flake of
sandstone, courtesy of Rev. Neil Fairlamb at Beaumaris and Rev. L. Norman at Llanrwst, from each coffin.
Each flake, which is about the size of a
finger nail and only slightly thicker,
was then impregnated with resin to
stop it disintegrating further. The
flakes were then ground thinly enough
to let light pass through for microscopic examination.
This analysis showed that the sand
grains in the two sandstones contain a
similar range of mineral types and rock
fragments. It also showed that the
sandstones suffered similar histories in
terms of alteration during burial
(geological!) and diagenesis.

3

This therefore increases the likelihood that
the original sandstone blocks were obtained
from the same, or closely related, quarries.
Where were the quarries, and could this
help infill the story?
Comparison with sandstone in nearby old
quarries, such at Bodysgallen, Deganwy,
Llandudno, Conwy, Bangor, and adjacent
parts of Anglesey, all proved negative.
The nearest likely candidate quarries are
those in the fluvial Carboniferous sandstone
at Talacre, near Mostyn Dock. These quarries are beside the Dee estuary, so it would
be possible to transport these heavy coffins
into the Conwy area by boat.
Later transport to their present resting
places, at Beaumaris and at the head of tidal
navigation on the Conwy at Llanrwst, and
could also have been by boat.
Does finding the likely source quarries help
strengthen the traditional views about these
coffins?
Stone from these quarries had been used by
the Romans and was used in the building
and repair of medieval cathedrals.
Cistercian monks, with whom Prince Llewellyn had close links, had been operating

the Gwespre Quarries at Talacre since the

12th century.
The production of fine carved stone from
Talacre appears to have ceased around 1400
with the social devastation caused by the
Black Death.
The Gwespre Quarries quarries were
opened again in 1825, but activity from this
date is too recent to account for the coffins.
Inevitably the evidence is circumstantial,
but the history of use of the Talacre quarries
does fit well with the tradition that these
coffins are those of Llewellyn and Princess
Joan.
A distinctive picture of North Wales in 11th
century begins to emerge, with Welsh royalty and associated power politics, and with
Cistercians and their teams of skilful masons.
The thriving quarrying industry was based
on the presence of good quality sandstone in
a coastal location (overland transport of
stone would at that time be incredibly expensive).
The combination of useful rocks in coastal
settings has long been a feature of North
Wales. The coffins of Llewellyn and Joan
are testimony to a poorly documented chapter in the economic geology of our area.

Next issue:
Forensic
Geology 3
Hywel
Coetmor, the
Paschal Lamb,
Pilgrims and
Pillage
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Biker Geology near Trawsfynydd
Jan Heiland gets
Here are some photos around an igneous dyke local- www1.gettmapping.com – then click
on her bike
ity that I found near Trawsfynydd, down on the edge on “East/Northing” and enter Easting
274955 and Northing 332985. The
of the Harlech Dome, with the Rhinogs in the disagain...

dyke is the lighter feature running SE to
NW corner-to-corner across the inner
square. It's also shown on the BGS 50
000 map - 135/149 Harlech.
The bridge in the photo (3) is at map ref
SH 751 327 "Pont y Gain" and the dyke
strikes NW from there for about 2 km.

1

You can see the contact margin of the
dyke clearly just above the water where
it enters the river. The country rock is
mid-Cambrian mudstones, moderately
deformed and well exposed below the
bridge. Some of the strata show ripplebedding (eg. on the hillside just behind
my bike in photo 3, and shown in
greater detail in photo 4)

tance (1). Easy parking
is just uphill and over a
cattle-grid, from just
behind where first photo Big holes in and around the dyke are
craters from when this was an artillery
is taken
range. There is also a very interesting
patch of some 10 acres plus around SH
The dyke is very hard
and has resisted weath- 753 313 "Waen Hir" which was the
centre of the military target area. It's so
ering to stick out as a
full of shrapnel and burnt explosive that
ridge running up the
nothing will grow on it. Great for lookhillside (2), but looks
ing at open soils / glacial till, and erolike typical olivine
sion. It's been used for "moonscapes"
dolerite in hand speciand battlefield stuff in movies.
men and thin-section.

2

You can get a good aerial picture of it by going to

To get to the “moonscape” park at the
old flat bridge at SH 747 325 and walk
SE up old military tarmac road about 1
km until you come to it. To get the
eroded area on Getmapping.com, enter
275315 / 331325.

3
4
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Sakhalin Scrapbook
Sakhalin lies on an earthquake zone (1) in
eastern Russia. The sense of plate motion
here is poorly defined by GPS measurements
compared with Japan to south (2).

1

Rob
Crossley
reports from
his travels

At 1:03 a.m. on May 27 1995, a 46km-long
section of a little-known fault in northern
Sakhalin (3) generated on average 3.9m
(maximum 8.1m) of right-lateral strike-slip.
Associated land surface elevation changes of
several tens of centimetres
were detected from before
and after measurements of
elevation using satelliteborne radar (4.)
The earthquake, which
measured 7.5 on the Richter
scale, flattened most of the
oil town of Neftegorsk (5),
though Lenin’s statue remained unmoved (6). The
buildings collapsed as
though built of cards and
some 2,000 people were
killed (7).

6
5

2
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3

7
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Sakhalin Scrapbook (cont.)
Our Russian oil company hosts took us on
an outcrop traverse across Sakhalin from the
west coast (8), where several ships have run
aground (9). The coast shows recent tectonically uplifted wave-cut platforms (arrows),
but I don’t imagine that tectonic uplift is the
reason for the “beached” ships.
A road zig-zags up the fault scarp zone
(11), where thick sequences of Tertiary marine strata have been uplifted several hundred metres above sea level. The sandstone
and conglomerate beds exposed in the road
cuts (12) may be useful analogues for the oil
and gas res-

8

9

10

ervoirs the explorationists hope to find offshore here.
A muddy track, with some potholes almost
the size of our vehicles, leads us further into
the mountains (13), to examine former deepwater sediments now exposed along the river
courses (14).
This is very much a frontier area. Large bivalves, locally considered edible, are common along the river courses (15—boot for
scale) and the rivers are packed with salmon
swimming “shoulder to shoulder” in the
spawning season. We had salmon cooked in
vodka, rather than bivalves, for lunch (16).

11

12

13
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Geology is very much a venerated profession in Russia. There is even a national
“Geologists Day” in the spring. Historically, this represents the day when the
worst of the snows had melted, and government geological field parties could set
out once again into the wilds on their
mapping programmes.
There is also a strong family tradition in
geology, with sons and daughters following in their parents footsteps, in some
cases literally. At times this created confusion as we tried to work our way
through the Russian literature—it seemed
as though the same person had been
working energetically on the same topic
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for 70 or 80 years. So it was something of a
the shock to be introduced to one of these
geologists and find she was a snappilydressed 20-something year-old.
The summer is a frenzy of activity in the
Sea of Okhostk, as drilling rigs take advantage of the weather window (17). With the
onset of winter, roads become impassable
and the townsfolk are trapped. In deep winter, the sea eventually freezes and they can
venture far out the ice and cutting fishing
holes for winter entertainment (18).
Perhaps one day the heat from the volcanoes of the area (19) could be harnessed for
winter warming. Meanwhile, the vodka is
applied liberally to locals and visitors
in equal measure……..

14
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NORTH WALES GEOLOGY DIARY:
February 16th Saturday 10.00 am. AGM at Treborth
Botanic Gardens (arrowed) beside the Menai Straits. See
inside for maps. After the meeting we will be shown round
the gardens and in the afternoon the option of visiting some
local outcrops will be available—if you are interested in the
field trip, please bring a packed lunch.
Treborth Botanic Garden, University of Wales, Bangor
Bangor, Gwynedd, LL57 2RQ Phone: 01248 353398

Contacts

E-mail notices: Derek
Jones, NEWI Natural and
Built Environment Dept.,
01978 293098,
d.jones@newi.ac.uk,
Event liason: Fred Owen,
01565 651004, fredowen@tinyworld.co.uk
Chairman & Website:
Jonathan Wilkins, 01492
583052,
www.ampyx.org.uk/cdgc
Meetings: Doug Harthill
Secretary: Susan Brooks,
01248 715381, DBMadryn@aol.com
Treasurer: Jan Heiland,
01248 680770
Newsletter Editor: Rob
Crossley, 01492 623579,
pencrossleys@aol.com

Visit our
website:
www.
ampyx.org.uk
/cdgc

February 20th Wednesday 7.30 pm Conwy Civic Hall The
North Atlantic Igneous Province by Dr. Matt Power
conducted this research at the Camborne School of Mines, and
now works for the Intellection company in Abergele.
The North Atlantic Igneous Province developed in response to the
opening of the North Atlantic Ocean and is characterized by extensive
flood basalts and numerous major intrusive centres that extend from
Greenland in the north through to the Isle of Lundy in the south.
Gabbroic intrusive centres are particularly well exposed on the west
coast of the Scotland and represent the eroded roots of ancient volcanoes.
Chromite and magnetite bands occur in association with layered mafic
and ultramafic rocks on Mull, Skye and Rum; an accidental discovery
on Rum shed a new light on the economic value of such deposits
March 12th Wednesday 7.30 pm Llandrillo Creatures from Deep
Time by Prof David Siveter, University of Leicester
Our understanding of the history and biodiversity of life relies on the
fossil record, and especially on the very rare cases of exceptional
preservation where soft parts of animals and entire soft-bodied animals
are preserved. The 425 million year old "Herefordshire biota" is one such
recently discovered deposit. It is a palaeontological discovery of global
importance. It contains a variety of small marine invertebrates, such as
arthropods, worms and molluscs, plus many wonderful forms of yet
unknown affinity; all are beautifully preserved in fine detail in threedimensions. These fossils cannot be fully studied by conventional means.
Instead, they are destroyed, then captured digitally and reconstructed as
‘virtual fossils’. The Herefordshire animals are from a time period for
which we have hardly any information about soft-bodied faunas, and is
therefore crucial in helping to fill a gap in our knowledge of the history
of life.
April 16th Wednesday 7.30 pm Conwy Civic Hall Talk by a volunteer
from Robertsons—speaker depends on who is in the country!
May 14th Wednesday 7.30 pm Conwy Civic Hall Venue booked,
Speaker to be arranged
June 14th Saturday 10.00 am An Anglesey field day with Rob
Crossley - details later.

